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Best melee weapon for saryn

Mastery Rank required - 0Focus - range and strength, overload state viable melee weaponQuisition - Merrow, Sedna | Prime - Relic arched (obtained through certain relics or through trading) Infusion ability - Larva (Nidus) Removed Ability - Toxic LashSaryn was my favorite Warframe even after all the changes since its initial launch. If nothing else, it has become much more
deadly and interactive. It was quite difficult to find an ability that would meet the cleaver. I removed her toxic algae for Nidus' ability to larvae. Wow, it's yielded some very nice results. Her spore abilities are pretty well synergized with all other abilities, but what if you can expand the spores and direct all your enemies to one concentrated place? You don't necessarily have to use the
weapon I used to reach a whole new level of letality. As long as you have an employee or polearm or something with a decent range and performance that pairs well with the Condition Overload mod, you can deliver similar results. You will also want to use some kind of weapon that has a sufficiently high chance of status and damage to the area of action. Take my Telos Boltace
build for example:In this demonstration, I begin by infecting a group of level 175 damaged heavy shooters and then capturing the larva. Then I move on to my weapon status to quickly spread spores in this concentrated area. This is where chaotic gratification begins: just spam a typical quick attack up close and numbers fly everywhere. Graphic effects work overtime and frames
fall, but secondly, these enemies are gone. Next: Mirage - Full Dakka / Elemental Fast Hands With Warframe: Heart of Deimos is out for some time, we can finally fill the capabilities of other images to increase the chaos. Looking back after Tennocon 2020 and before the launch of Update 29 there was a lot of processing and speculation. Sure, we have new weapons and
companions to play with, more traditions to absorb, and a third open world to explore. While it's all nice and definitely expanded my arsenal, I was looking forward more to the Helminth system that came to Warframe in the heart of Deimos. But of course, with a new system like this, it's the perfect place for a grind to be implemented. For players who aren't sitting nicely on the
amount of resources from the game, it will definitely be such a time sink. For players like me who have definitely put more hours than I'm proud to say, it's something I can put my crafting theory into practice with little or no hindrance. The Digital Extremes Helminth system has introduced a long-awaited system that will definitely allow veteran players to really get the most out of
their favorite images and maybe find some new synergies. There are two other significant catches besides grind- only one specific ability can be transferred to warframe, and damage buffing capabilities cannot be frames that already have one if it is not turned on. You can check the skills in Dev Workshop here. Some capabilities that are portable provide much more usefulness
than others, so nerfs have already had to be made. In a few weeks or months from now after a handful of players get their own helminth segments, I hope less interesting skills are either reworked or buffed. I can't do anything like volt shock or Gauss' thermal chopping in other images with this use unless they're as strong as Protea's pharmacy, Ivar's torch, or Rhino's roar, to name
a few. Just nearly two weeks ago putting my crafting theory into testing, I found ways to squeeze more potential out of some of my favorite Warframes. Keep in mind that some of the mods and mysterious installations can be slightly changed to suit other game styles if necessary. Next: Saryn - Queen dispute Saryn - Queen dispute championship rank required - 0 Focus - range
and strength, state of overload viable melee weapon acquisition - Merrow, Sedna | Prime - Relic arched (obtained through certain relics or through trading) Infusion ability - Larva (Nidus) Removed Ability - Toxic Lash Saryn was my favorite Warframe even after all the changes since its initial launch. If nothing else, it has become much more deadly and interactive. It was quite
difficult to find an ability that would meet the cleaver. I removed her toxic algae for Nidus' ability to larvae. Wow, it's yielded some very nice results. Her spore abilities are pretty well synergized with all other abilities, but what if you can expand the spores and direct all your enemies to one concentrated place? You don't necessarily have to use the weapon I used to reach a whole
new level of letality. As long as you have an employee or polearm or something with a decent range and performance that pairs well with the Condition Overload mod, you can deliver similar results. You will also want to use some kind of weapon that has a sufficiently high chance of status and damage to the area of action. Take my Telos Boltace build for example: In this
demonstration, I begin by infecting a group of level 175 damaged heavy shooters and then capturing the larvae. Then I move on to my weapon status to quickly spread spores in this concentrated area. This is where chaotic gratification begins: just spam a typical quick attack up close and numbers fly everywhere. Graphic effects work overtime and frames fall, but secondly, these
enemies are gone. Next: Mirage - Full Dakka / Elemental Fast Hands Mirage - Full Dakka / Elemental Fast Hands Championship Ranking Required - 0 (8 for Prime) Focus - Duration and Strength, Weapons with Long Charging Times or Large Magazine Acquisitions - Hidden News Quest | Prime - Relics arched (obtained through certain relics or trading) Infusion capabilities -
Elemental Ward (Chroma) or or Ammo (Helminth Tier 5) Removed Ability – Sleight of Hand or Prism Mirage basically makes any weapon viable with little setup. However, reload time or ammo efficiency can be a problem or ruin the flow of the game (especially when you're trigger happy like me). Sometimes, putting that speed charging mod on a gun solves one problem, but it can
put a flap on the DPS. However, if you had the ability to solve this problem, then everything is fine. Fortunately, chroma elementary department has the ability to fix the problem of charging speed. As long as you change your frame's emisable color to turn into toxic colors (skull symbol before x), you get elementary separation effects that increase your pouch and reload speed. I
suggest you use this kit for weapons like Quellor, Supra, Trumna, or just something with a reload of more than 2.5 seconds. Personally, I wanted to use the Kuva Ogris or Secura Penta with maxed Primed Sure Footed so I can face the tank with my own blasts and knock out hordes of enemies in seconds. If that's not obvious right now, the big numbers are very satisfying for me.
Let's say the reload is not necessarily into the aisle and you want more sustained fire. Helminth has a unique ability called Energized Ammo. You need to be level 5 to unlock this ability. This will give you 75% effectiveness of the ammo for a specified period of time, which is affected by the duration. I used a new archgun, Mausolon, in the demonstration. It has a very large
magazine and it was like I was using a mounted tower because if you cast your skills properly, you can go a very long time to get the most out of one clip. It is very viable with weapons like Soma (and Prime), Supra, Secura Dual Cestra and more. To really maximize one of these settings, I suggest that the carrier or ammo mod in exile slots your weapons. Also, the build available
can work with either transfusion capability, so take on it. Next: Loki - Spy Master Loki - Spy Master Mastery Rank Required - 0 Focus - Duration Acquisition - Psamathe, Neptune | Prime - Relic arched (obtained through certain relics or through trading) Infusion capabilities - Perspicacity (Helminth tier 3) Removed ability - nothing but invisibility This is one of the more
straightforward assemblies. Maybe you're in a public game or you're not the best when it comes to spy missions in Warframe. Stealth itself can be trivialized using invisibility with Loki, Ivara, or Ash or nuking the entire vault of enemies with AoE frames. However, you still need to hack some security here and there along the way and vault itself to get compromised data. I chose Loki
for this lineup because he's much more agile than the other frames. In addition, its invisibility is most versatile when you slap the Silent Invisibility Enhancement mod. Loki's invisibility lasts longer than and allows you to jump and run freely unlike Ivara. Throw in perspicacity ability as a replacement for nothing but your invisibility and it works as a backup for the cipher in security
hacks! Next: Oberon - Jack of all Oberon stores - Jack of all Trades Championship Ranking required - 0 (8 for Prime) Focus - Duration, Scope, Strength and Survival Acquisitions - Eximus Enemies | Prime - Relic arched (acquired through certain relics or through trading) Infusion capabilities - Roar (Rhino) Removed ability - Smite Oberon is the one frame that barely flies under the
radar. It can heal and prevent the effects on the condition from negatively affecting themselves and their allies. His powers aren't as strong as trinity's. However, its potential really began to be unlocked when open worlds became things in Warframe. Constant healing is really useful in the grand scheme of things, but what if it can also provide nice damage buff to be king of the
open world? The build I provided is a very balanced building that focuses on everything. It's sustainable to be mostly in the open world. This is also my go-to for taker profit fight in Orb Vallis. Mostly you want to do some light health damage here and there so your anger can constantly generate energy. Used mysterious help prevent energy loss and allow more bugs if you start
taking harm to health. Next: Protea - Larval Destruction Protea - Larval Destruction Mastery Rank Required - 0 Focus - Scope, Duration and Strength Acquisition - Blocking Protocol Quest, Parts from Granum Void Infused Ability - Larva (Nidus) Removed Ability - Temporal Anchor Protea is one of the most interesting new warframes as of late and she is a lot of fun and has a viable
set that offers a ton of usefulness. But how can it become deadlier? Synergy of her firearm artillery with a vortex effect. If this is not obvious, Nidus' larva ability can create so many ridiculously strong synergies, despite its nerf before starting with the Helminth system. The reason the time anchor was a mileage is because all other abilities help either maintain energy or survive for
the Proteas. Maybe its pomegranate fan capability can be removed, but the charging effect for fast overloading is too good to miss. To get the most out of this setup, you should be fighting enemies in open space, or in chokepoint species to get the most out of it fire artillery. Group a few enemies and take a few. With punch-through and double damage increase per hit, you'll be
hitting ever higher critical hits and clear rooms in seconds.&gt;Page 2Mastery Rank needed - 0 (8 for Prime) Focus - duration and power, long-range weapons or big magazinesQuisition - Hidden Messages quest | Prime - Relic arched (obtained through relics or through trading)Infusion capabilities - Elemental Ward (Chroma) or live ammo (Helminth Tier 5) Removed ability -
Sleight of Hand or PrismMirage basically makes any weapon viable with little setup. However, reload time or ammo efficiency can be a problem or ruin the flow of the game (especially when you're trigger happy like me). Sometimes, putting that speed charging mod on a gun solves one problem, but it can put a flap on the DPS. However, if you had the ability to solve this problem,
then everything is fine. Fortunately, chroma elementary department has the ability to fix the problem of charging speed. As long as you change your frame's emisable color to turn into toxic colors (skull symbol before x), you get elementary separation effects that increase your pouch and reload speed. I suggest you use this kit for weapons like Quellor, Supra, Trumna, or just
something with a reload of more than 2.5 seconds. Personally, I wanted to use the Kuva Ogris or Secura Penta with maxed Primed Sure Footed so I can face the tank with my own blasts and knock out hordes of enemies in seconds. If that's not obvious right now, the big numbers are very satisfying for me. Let's say the reload is not necessarily into the aisle and you want more
sustained fire. Helminth has a unique ability called Energized Ammo. You need to be level 5 to unlock this ability. This will give you 75% effectiveness of the ammo for a specified period of time, which is affected by the duration. I used a new archgun, Mausolon, in the demonstration. It has a very large magazine and it was like I was using a mounted tower because if you cast your
skills properly, you can go a very long time to get the most out of one clip. It is very viable with weapons like Soma (and Prime), Supra, Secura Dual Cestra and more. To really maximize one of these settings, I suggest that the carrier or ammo mod in exile slots your weapons. Also, the build available can work with either transfusion capability, so take on it. Next: Loki - Spy Master
with Warframe: Heart deimos is for some time, we can finally fill other images' abilities up to chaos. Looking back after Tennocon 2020 and before the launch of Update 29 there was a lot of processing and speculation. Sure, we have new weapons and companions to play with, more traditions to absorb, and a third open world to explore. While it's all nice and definitely expanded
my arsenal, I was looking forward more to the Helminth system that came to Warframe in the heart of Deimos. But of course, with a new system like this, it's the perfect place for a grind to be implemented. For players who aren't sitting nicely on the amount of resources from the game, it will definitely be such a time sink. For players like me who have definitely given more hours
than I'm proud to say, it's something I can my theory of crafting into practice with little or no hindrance. The Digital Extremes Helminth system has introduced a long-awaited system that will definitely allow veteran players to really get the most out of their favorite images and maybe find some new synergies. In addition to grind, there are two more significant catches available – only
one specific ability can be transferred to a warframe, and damage buffing capabilities cannot be given to images that already have one if they are not turned off. You can check the skills in Dev Workshop here. Some capabilities that are portable provide much more usefulness than others, so nerfs have already had to be made. In a few weeks or months from now after a handful of
players get their own helminth segments, I hope less interesting skills are either reworked or buffed. I can't do anything like volt shock or Gauss' thermal chopping in other images with this use unless they're as strong as Protea's pharmacy, Ivar's torch, or Rhino's roar, to name a few. Just nearly two weeks ago putting my crafting theory into testing, I found ways to squeeze more
potential out of some of my favorite Warframes. Keep in mind that some of the mods and mysterious installations can be slightly changed to suit other game styles if necessary. Next: Saryn - Queen dispute Saryn - Queen dispute championship rank required - 0 Focus - range and strength, state of overload viable melee weapon acquisition - Merrow, Sedna | Prime - Relic arched
(obtained through certain relics or through trading) Infusion ability - Larva (Nidus) Removed Ability - Toxic Lash Saryn was my favorite Warframe even after all the changes since its initial launch. If nothing else, it has become much more deadly and interactive. It was quite difficult to find an ability that would meet the cleaver. I removed her toxic algae for Nidus' ability to larvae.
Wow, it's yielded some very nice results. Her spore abilities are pretty well synergized with all other abilities, but what if you can expand the spores and direct all your enemies to one concentrated place? You don't necessarily have to use the weapon I used to reach a whole new level of letality. As long as you have an employee or polearm or something with a decent range and
performance that pairs well with the Condition Overload mod, you can deliver similar results. You will also want to use some kind of weapon that has a sufficiently high chance of status and damage to the area of action. Take my Telos Boltace build for example: In this demonstration, I begin by infecting a group of level 175 damaged heavy shooters and then capturing the larvae.
Then I move on to my weapon status to quickly spread spores in this concentrated area. This is where chaotic gratification begins: just spam a typical quick attack up close and numbers fly everywhere. effects work overtime and and Drop, but secondly, these enemies are gone. Next: Mirage - Full Dakka / Elemental Fast Hands Mirage - Full Dakka / Elemental Fast Hands
Championship Ranking Required - 0 (8 for Prime) Focus - Duration and Strength, Weapons with Long Charging Times or Large Magazine Acquisitions - Hidden News Quest | Prime - Relic arched (acquired through certain relics or through trading) Infusion capabilities - Elemental Ward (Chroma) or Energized Ammo (Helminth Tier 5) Removed Ability - Sleight of Hand or Prism
Mirage basically makes any weapon viable with little setup. However, reload time or ammo efficiency can be a problem or ruin the flow of the game (especially when you're trigger happy like me). Sometimes, putting that speed charging mod on a gun solves one problem, but it can put a flap on the DPS. However, if you had the ability to solve this problem, then everything is fine.
Fortunately, chroma elementary department has the ability to fix the problem of charging speed. As long as you change your frame's emisable color to turn into toxic colors (skull symbol before x), you get elementary separation effects that increase your pouch and reload speed. I suggest you use this kit for weapons like Quellor, Supra, Trumna, or just something with a reload of
more than 2.5 seconds. Personally, I wanted to use the Kuva Ogris or Secura Penta with maxed Primed Sure Footed so I can face the tank with my own blasts and knock out hordes of enemies in seconds. If that's not obvious right now, the big numbers are very satisfying for me. Let's say the reload is not necessarily into the aisle and you want more sustained fire. Helminth has a
unique ability called Energized Ammo. You need to be level 5 to unlock this ability. This will give you 75% effectiveness of the ammo for a specified period of time, which is affected by the duration. I used a new archgun, Mausolon, in the demonstration. It has a very large magazine and it was like I was using a mounted tower because if you cast your skills properly, you can go a
very long time to get the most out of one clip. It is very viable with weapons like Soma (and Prime), Supra, Secura Dual Cestra and more. To really maximize one of these settings, I suggest that the carrier or ammo mod in exile slots your weapons. Also, the build available can work with either transfusion capability, so take on it. Next: Loki - Spy Master Loki - Spy Master Mastery
Rank Required - 0 Focus - Duration Acquisition - Psamathe, Neptune | Prime - Relic arched (obtained through certain relics or through trading) Infusion capabilities - Perspicacity (Helminth tier 3) Removed ability - nothing but invisibility This is one of the more straightforward assemblies. Maybe you're in a public game or you're not the best when it comes to spy missions in
Warframe. Stealth itself can be trivialized using With Loki, Ivara, or Ash or nuking the entire vault of enemies with AoE frames. However, you still need to hack some security here and there along the way and vault itself to get compromised data. I chose Loki for this lineup because he's much more agile than the other frames. In addition, its invisibility is most versatile when you
slap the Silent Invisibility Enhancement mod. Loki's invisibility lasts longer than Ash's and allows you to jump and run freely unlike Ivara. Throw in perspicacity ability as a replacement for nothing but your invisibility and it works as a backup for the cipher in security hacks! Next: Oberon - Jack of all Oberon stores - Jack of all Trades Championship Ranking required - 0 (8 for Prime)
Focus - Duration, Scope, Strength and Survival Acquisitions - Eximus Enemies | Prime - Relic arched (acquired through certain relics or through trading) Infusion capabilities - Roar (Rhino) Removed ability - Smite Oberon is the one frame that barely flies under the radar. It can heal and prevent the effects on the condition from negatively affecting themselves and their allies. His
powers aren't as strong as trinity's. However, its potential really began to be unlocked when open worlds became things in Warframe. Constant healing is really useful in the grand scheme of things, but what if it can also provide nice damage buff to be king of the open world? The build I provided is a very balanced building that focuses on everything. It's sustainable to be mostly in
the open world. This is also my go-to for taker profit fight in Orb Vallis. Mostly you want to do some light health damage here and there so your anger can constantly generate energy. Used mysterious help prevent energy loss and allow more bugs if you start taking harm to health. Next: Protea - Larval Destruction Protea - Larval Destruction Mastery Rank Required - 0 Focus -
Scope, Duration and Strength Acquisition - Blocking Protocol Quest, Parts from Granum Void Infused Ability - Larva (Nidus) Removed Ability - Temporal Anchor Protea is one of the most interesting new warframes as of late and she is a lot of fun and has a viable set that offers a ton of usefulness. But how can it become deadlier? Synergy of her firearm artillery with a vortex effect.
If this is not obvious, Nidus' larva ability can create so many ridiculously strong synergies, despite its nerf before starting with the Helminth system. The reason the time anchor was a mileage is because all other abilities help either maintain energy or survive for the Proteas. Maybe its pomegranate fan capability can be removed, but the charging effect for fast overloading is too
good to miss. To get the most out of this setting, you should be fighting enemies in open space or in chokepoint species to get from her pale blaze artillery. Group a few enemies and take a few. With punch-through and double damage increase per hit, you'll be hitting ever higher critical hits and cleaning the room during seconds.&gt;Page 3Mastery Rank needed - 0Focus -
durationAcquisition - Psamathe, Neptune | Prime - Relic arched (acquired through certain relics or through trading) Infusion capabilities - Perspicacity (Helminth tier 3) Removed ability - nothing but InvisibilityIt is one of the more straightforward assemblies. Maybe you're in a public game or you're not the best when it comes to spy missions in Warframe. Stealth itself can be
trivialized using invisibility with Loki, Ivara, or Ash or nuking the entire vault of enemies with AoE frames. However, you still need to hack some security here and there along the way and vault itself to get compromised data. I chose Loki for this lineup because he's much more agile than the other frames. In addition, its invisibility is most versatile when you slap the Silent Invisibility
Enhancement mod. Loki's invisibility lasts longer than Ash's and allows you to jump and run freely unlike Ivara. Throw in perspicacity ability as a replacement for nothing but your invisibility and it works as a backup for the cipher in security hacks! Next: Oberon - Jack of all trades with Warframe: Heart of Deimos is for some time, we can finally fill other shots' abilities up to chaos.
Looking back after Tennocon 2020 and before the launch of Update 29 there was a lot of processing and speculation. Sure, we have new weapons and companions to play with, more traditions to absorb, and a third open world to explore. While it's all nice and definitely expanded my arsenal, I was looking forward more to the Helminth system that came to Warframe in the heart
of Deimos. But of course, with a new system like this, it's the perfect place for a grind to be implemented. For players who aren't sitting nicely on the amount of resources from the game, it will definitely be such a time sink. For players like me who have definitely put more hours than I'm proud to say, it's something I can put my crafting theory into practice with little or no hindrance.
The Digital Extremes Helminth system has introduced a long-awaited system that will definitely allow veteran players to really get the most out of their favorite images and maybe find some new synergies. In addition to grind, there are two more significant catches available – only one specific ability can be transferred to a warframe, and damage buffing capabilities cannot be given
to images that already have one if they are not turned off. You can check the skills in Dev Workshop here. Some capabilities that are portable provide much more usefulness than others, so nerfs have already had to be made. In a few weeks or months from now, a handful of players own helminth segments, I hope less interesting abilities are either reworked or polished. I can't do
anything like volt shock or Gauss' thermal chopping in other images with this use unless they're as strong as Protea's pharmacy, Ivar's torch, or Rhino's roar, to name a few. Just nearly two weeks ago putting my crafting theory into testing, I found ways to squeeze more potential out of some of my favorite Warframes. Keep in mind that some of the mods and mysterious
installations can be slightly changed to suit other game styles if necessary. Next: Saryn - Queen dispute Saryn - Queen dispute championship rank required - 0 Focus - range and strength, state of overload viable melee weapon acquisition - Merrow, Sedna | Prime - Relic arched (obtained through certain relics or through trading) Infusion ability - Larva (Nidus) Removed Ability -
Toxic Lash Saryn was my favorite Warframe even after all the changes since its initial launch. If nothing else, it has become much more deadly and interactive. It was quite difficult to find an ability that would meet the cleaver. I removed her toxic algae for Nidus' ability to larvae. Wow, it's yielded some very nice results. Her spore abilities are pretty well synergized with all other
abilities, but what if you can expand the spores and direct all your enemies to one concentrated place? You don't necessarily have to use the weapon I used to reach a whole new level of letality. As long as you have an employee or polearm or something with a decent range and performance that pairs well with the Condition Overload mod, you can deliver similar results. You will
also want to use some kind of weapon that has a sufficiently high chance of status and damage to the area of action. Take my Telos Boltace build for example: In this demonstration, I begin by infecting a group of level 175 damaged heavy shooters and then capturing the larvae. Then I move on to my weapon status to quickly spread spores in this concentrated area. This is where
chaotic gratification begins: just spam a typical quick attack up close and numbers fly everywhere. Graphic effects work overtime and frames fall, but secondly, these enemies are gone. Next: Mirage - Full Dakka / Elemental Fast Hands Mirage - Full Dakka / Elemental Fast Hands Championship Ranking Required - 0 (8 for Prime) Focus - Duration and Strength, Weapons with
Long Charging Times or Large Magazine Acquisitions - Hidden News Quest | Prime - Relic arched (acquired through certain relics or through trading) Infusion capabilities - Elemental Ward (Chroma) or Energized Ammo (Helminth Tier 5) Removed Ability - Sleight of Hand or Prism Mirage basically makes any weapon viable with little setup. However, the reload time or
effectiveness of the ammunition may be a problem or flow of the game (especially when you're trigger happy as I am). Sometimes Sometimes that reload speed mod on the weapon solves one problem, but it can put a flap on the DPS. However, if you had the ability to solve this problem, then everything is fine. Fortunately, chroma elementary department has the ability to fix the
problem of charging speed. As long as you change your frame's emisable color to turn into toxic colors (skull symbol before x), you get elementary separation effects that increase your pouch and reload speed. I suggest you use this kit for weapons like Quellor, Supra, Trumna, or just something with a reload of more than 2.5 seconds. Personally, I wanted to use the Kuva Ogris or
Secura Penta with maxed Primed Sure Footed so I can face the tank with my own blasts and knock out hordes of enemies in seconds. If that's not obvious right now, the big numbers are very satisfying for me. Let's say the reload is not necessarily into the aisle and you want more sustained fire. Helminth has a unique ability called Energized Ammo. You need to be level 5 to
unlock this ability. This will give you 75% effectiveness of the ammo for a specified period of time, which is affected by the duration. I used a new archgun, Mausolon, in the demonstration. It has a very large magazine and it was like I was using a mounted tower because if you cast your skills properly, you can go a very long time to get the most out of one clip. It is very viable with
weapons like Soma (and Prime), Supra, Secura Dual Cestra and more. To really maximize one of these settings, I suggest that the carrier or ammo mod in exile slots your weapons. Also, the build available can work with either transfusion capability, so take on it. Next: Loki - Spy Master Loki - Spy Master Mastery Rank Required - 0 Focus - Duration Acquisition - Psamathe,
Neptune | Prime - Relic arched (obtained through certain relics or through trading) Infusion capabilities - Perspicacity (Helminth tier 3) Removed ability - nothing but invisibility This is one of the more straightforward assemblies. Maybe you're in a public game or you're not the best when it comes to spy missions in Warframe. Stealth itself can be trivialized using invisibility with Loki,
Ivara, or Ash or nuking the entire vault of enemies with AoE frames. However, you still need to hack some security here and there along the way and vault itself to get compromised data. I chose Loki for this lineup because he's much more agile than the other frames. In addition, its invisibility is most versatile when you slap the Silent Invisibility Enhancement mod. Loki's invisibility
lasts longer than Ash's and allows you to jump and run freely unlike Ivara. Throw in perspicacity ability as a replacement for nothing but your invisibility and it works as a backup for the cipher in security hacks! Next: Oberon - Jack of all Oberon stores - Jack of all Championship Rank stores – 0 (8 for Prime) Focus - Duration, Range, Power and Ability to Acquire – Enemies of
Eximus | Prime - Relic arched (acquired through certain relics or through trading) Infusion capabilities - Roar (Rhino) Removed ability - Smite Oberon is the one frame that barely flies under the radar. It can heal and prevent the effects on the condition from negatively affecting themselves and their allies. His powers aren't as strong as trinity's. However, its potential really began to
be unlocked when open worlds became things in Warframe. Constant healing is really useful in the grand scheme of things, but what if it can also provide nice damage buff to be king of the open world? The build I provided is a very balanced building that focuses on everything. It's sustainable to be mostly in the open world. This is also my go-to for taker profit fight in Orb Vallis.
Mostly you want to do some light health damage here and there so your anger can constantly generate energy. Used mysterious help prevent energy loss and allow more bugs if you start taking harm to health. Next: Protea - Larval Destruction Protea - Larval Destruction Mastery Rank Required - 0 Focus - Scope, Duration and Strength Acquisition - Blocking Protocol Quest, Parts
from Granum Void Infused Ability - Larva (Nidus) Removed Ability - Temporal Anchor Protea is one of the most interesting new warframes as of late and she is a lot of fun and has a viable set that offers a ton of usefulness. But how can it become deadlier? Synergy of her firearm artillery with a vortex effect. If this is not obvious, Nidus' larva ability can create so many ridiculously
strong synergies, despite its nerf before starting with the Helminth system. The reason the time anchor was a mileage is because all other abilities help either maintain energy or survive for the Proteas. Maybe its pomegranate fan capability can be removed, but the charging effect for fast overloading is too good to miss. To get the most out of this setup, you should be fighting
enemies in open space, or in chokepoint species to get the most out of it fire artillery. Group a few enemies and take a few. With punch-through and double damage increase per hit, you'll be hitting ever higher critical hits and cleaning the room in seconds.&gt;Page 4Mastery Rank required - 0 (8 for Prime)Focus - duration, range, strength and survivalQuisition - Eximus Enemies |
Prime - Relic arched (obtained through certain relics or through trading) Infusion capabilities - Roar (Rhino) Removed ability - SmiteOberon is the one frame that barely flies under the radar. It can heal and prevent the effects on the condition from negatively affecting themselves and their allies. His powers aren't as strong as trinity's. However, its really started started be unlocked
when open worlds have become a thing in Warframe. Constant healing is really useful in the grand scheme of things, but what if it can also provide nice damage buff to be king of the open world? The build I provided is a very balanced building that focuses on everything. It's sustainable to be mostly in the open world. This is also my go-to for taker profit fight in Orb Vallis. Mostly
you want to do some light health damage here and there so your anger can constantly generate energy. Used mysterious help prevent energy loss and allow more bugs if you start taking harm to health. Next: Protea – Larval Destruction with Warframe: Heart of Deimos is for some time, we can finally fill other frames' abilities up to chaos. Looking back after Tennocon 2020 and
before the launch of Update 29 there was a lot of processing and speculation. Sure, we have new weapons and companions to play with, more traditions to absorb, and a third open world to explore. While it's all nice and definitely expanded my arsenal, I was looking forward more to the Helminth system that came to Warframe in the heart of Deimos. But of course, with a new
system like this, it's the perfect place for a grind to be implemented. For players who aren't sitting nicely on the amount of resources from the game, it will definitely be such a time sink. For players like me who have definitely put more hours than I'm proud to say, it's something I can put my crafting theory into practice with little or no hindrance. The Digital Extremes Helminth system
has introduced a long-awaited system that will definitely allow veteran players to really get the most out of their favorite images and maybe find some new synergies. In addition to grind, there are two more significant catches available – only one specific ability can be transferred to a warframe, and damage buffing capabilities cannot be given to images that already have one if they
are not turned off. You can check the skills in Dev Workshop here. Some capabilities that are portable provide much more usefulness than others, so nerfs have already had to be made. In a few weeks or months from now after a handful of players get their own helminth segments, I hope less interesting skills are either reworked or buffed. I can't do anything like volt shock or
Gauss' thermal chopping in other images with this use unless they're as strong as Protea's pharmacy, Ivar's torch, or Rhino's roar, to name a few. Just nearly two weeks ago putting my crafting theory into testing, I found ways to squeeze more potential out of some of my favorite Warframes. Keep in mind that some of the mods and mysterious installations can be slightly changed
to suit other game styles if necessary. Next: Saryn - Queen of Saryn Controversy - Queen Dispute Championship Rank Required 0 Focus - range and strength, state of overload viable melee weapon acquisition - Merrow, Sedna | Prime - Relic arched (obtained through certain relics or through trading) Infusion ability - Larva (Nidus) Removed Ability - Toxic Lash Saryn was my
favorite Warframe even after all the changes since its initial launch. If nothing else, it has become much more deadly and interactive. It was quite difficult to find an ability that would meet the cleaver. I removed her toxic algae for Nidus' ability to larvae. Wow, it's yielded some very nice results. Her spore abilities are pretty well synergized with all other abilities, but what if you can
expand the spores and direct all your enemies to one concentrated place? You don't necessarily have to use the weapon I used to reach a whole new level of letality. As long as you have an employee or polearm or something with a decent range and performance that pairs well with the Condition Overload mod, you can deliver similar results. You will also want to use some kind of
weapon that has a sufficiently high chance of status and damage to the area of action. Take my Telos Boltace build for example: In this demonstration, I begin by infecting a group of level 175 damaged heavy shooters and then capturing the larvae. Then I move on to my weapon status to quickly spread spores in this concentrated area. This is where chaotic gratification begins:
just spam a typical quick attack up close and numbers fly everywhere. Graphic effects work overtime and frames fall, but secondly, these enemies are gone. Next: Mirage - Full Dakka / Elemental Fast Hands Mirage - Full Dakka / Elemental Fast Hands Championship Ranking Required - 0 (8 for Prime) Focus - Duration and Strength, Weapons with Long Charging Times or Large
Magazine Acquisitions - Hidden News Quest | Prime - Relic arched (acquired through certain relics or through trading) Infusion capabilities - Elemental Ward (Chroma) or Energized Ammo (Helminth Tier 5) Removed Ability - Sleight of Hand or Prism Mirage basically makes any weapon viable with little setup. However, reload time or ammo efficiency can be a problem or ruin the
flow of the game (especially when you're trigger happy like me). Sometimes, putting that speed charging mod on a gun solves one problem, but it can put a flap on the DPS. However, if you had the ability to solve this problem, then everything is fine. Fortunately, chroma elementary department has the ability to fix the problem of charging speed. As long as you change your frame's
emisable color to turn into toxic colors (skull symbol before x), you get elementary separation effects that increase your pouch and reload speed. I suggest you use this kit for weapons like Quellor, Supra, Trumna, or just something with a reload of more than 2.5 seconds. Personally, I like to use it on Kuva Ogris Penta s dryness Ready sure footed so I can face the tank's own blasts
and take down hordes of enemies in seconds. If that's not obvious right now, the big numbers are very satisfying for me. Let's say the reload is not necessarily into the aisle and you want more sustained fire. Helminth has a unique ability called Energized Ammo. You need to be level 5 to unlock this ability. This will give you 75% effectiveness of the ammo for a specified period of
time, which is affected by the duration. I used a new archgun, Mausolon, in the demonstration. It has a very large magazine and it was like I was using a mounted tower because if you cast your skills properly, you can go a very long time to get the most out of one clip. It is very viable with weapons like Soma (and Prime), Supra, Secura Dual Cestra and more. To really maximize
one of these settings, I suggest that the carrier or ammo mod in exile slots your weapons. Also, the build available can work with either transfusion capability, so take on it. Next: Loki - Spy Master Loki - Spy Master Mastery Rank Required - 0 Focus - Duration Acquisition - Psamathe, Neptune | Prime - Relic arched (obtained through certain relics or through trading) Infusion
capabilities - Perspicacity (Helminth tier 3) Removed ability - nothing but invisibility This is one of the more straightforward assemblies. Maybe you're in a public game or you're not the best when it comes to spy missions in Warframe. Stealth itself can be trivialized using invisibility with Loki, Ivara, or Ash or nuking the entire vault of enemies with AoE frames. However, you still need
to hack some security here and there along the way and vault itself to get compromised data. I chose Loki for this lineup because he's much more agile than the other frames. In addition, its invisibility is most versatile when you slap the Silent Invisibility Enhancement mod. Loki's invisibility lasts longer than Ash's and allows you to jump and run freely unlike Ivara. Throw in
perspicacity ability as a replacement for nothing but your invisibility and it works as a backup for the cipher in security hacks! Next: Oberon - Jack of all Oberon stores - Jack of all Trades Championship Ranking required - 0 (8 for Prime) Focus - Duration, Scope, Strength and Survival Acquisitions - Eximus Enemies | Prime - Relic arched (acquired through certain relics or through
trading) Infusion capabilities - Roar (Rhino) Removed ability - Smite Oberon is the one frame that barely flies under the radar. It can heal and prevent the effects on the condition from negatively affecting themselves and their allies. His powers aren't as strong as trinity's. However, its potential really began to be unlocked when open worlds became things in Warframe. Constant
healing is really useful in the grand scheme of things, but what if it can also provide nice damage to be king of the open world? The build I provided is a very balanced building that focuses on everything. It's sustainable to be mostly in the open world. This is also my go-to for taker profit fight in Orb Vallis. Mostly you want to do some light health damage here and there so your
anger can constantly generate energy. Used mysterious help prevent energy loss and allow more bugs if you start taking harm to health. Next: Protea - Larval Destruction Protea - Larval Destruction Mastery Rank Required - 0 Focus - Scope, Duration and Strength Acquisition - Blocking Protocol Quest, Parts from Granum Void Infused Ability - Larva (Nidus) Removed Ability -
Temporal Anchor Protea is one of the most interesting new warframes as of late and she is a lot of fun and has a viable set that offers a ton of usefulness. But how can it become deadlier? Synergy of her firearm artillery with a vortex effect. If this is not obvious, Nidus' larva ability can create so many ridiculously strong synergies, despite its nerf before starting with the Helminth
system. The reason the time anchor was a mileage is because all other abilities help either maintain energy or survive for the Proteas. Maybe its pomegranate fan capability can be removed, but the charging effect for fast overloading is too good to miss. To get the most out of this setup, you should be fighting enemies in open space, or in chokepoint species to get the most out of
it fire artillery. Group a few enemies and take a few. By punching and double-increasing damage per hit, you'll get ever higher critical hits and within seconds you'll clear out the room.&gt;Page 5Mastery Rank requires – 0Treat – range, duration, and strengthAcquisition – Deadlock Protocol quest, parts of Granum VoidInfused Ability – Larva (Nidus) Removed Ability – Temporal
AnchorProtea is one of the most interesting new Warframes as of late and she is a lot of fun and has a viable set that offers a ton of usefulness. But how can it become deadlier? Synergy of her firearm artillery with a vortex effect. If this is not obvious, Nidus' larva ability can create so many ridiculously strong synergies, despite its nerf before starting with the Helminth system. The
reason the time anchor was a mileage is because all other abilities help either maintain energy or survive for the Proteas. Maybe its pomegranate fan capability can be removed, but the charging effect for fast overloading is too good to miss. To get the most out of this setup, you should be fighting enemies in open space, or in chokepoint species to get the most out of it fire
artillery. Group a few enemies and take a few. By punching and double-increasing damage per hit, you'll get ever higher interventions interventions clear the room in a few seconds. With Warframe: Heart of Deimos being around for some time, we can finally fill other frames' abilities up to chaos. Looking back after Tennocon 2020 and before the launch of Update 29 there was a lot
of processing and speculation. Sure, we have new weapons and companions to play with, more traditions to absorb, and a third open world to explore. While it's all nice and definitely expanded my arsenal, I was looking forward more to the Helminth system that came to Warframe in the heart of Deimos. But of course, with a new system like this, it's the perfect place for a grind to
be implemented. For players who aren't sitting nicely on the amount of resources from the game, it will definitely be such a time sink. For players like me who have definitely put more hours than I'm proud to say, it's something I can put my crafting theory into practice with little or no hindrance. The Digital Extremes Helminth system has introduced a long-awaited system that will
definitely allow veteran players to really get the most out of their favorite images and maybe find some new synergies. In addition to grind, there are two more significant catches available – only one specific ability can be transferred to a warframe, and damage buffing capabilities cannot be given to images that already have one if they are not turned off. You can check the skills in
Dev Workshop here. Some capabilities that are portable provide much more usefulness than others, so nerfs have already had to be made. In a few weeks or months from now after a handful of players get their own helminth segments, I hope less interesting skills are either reworked or buffed. I can't do anything like volt shock or Gauss' thermal chopping in other images with this
use unless they're as strong as Protea's pharmacy, Ivar's torch, or Rhino's roar, to name a few. Just nearly two weeks ago putting my crafting theory into testing, I found ways to squeeze more potential out of some of my favorite Warframes. Keep in mind that some of the mods and mysterious installations can be slightly changed to suit other game styles if necessary. Next: Saryn -
Queen dispute Saryn - Queen dispute championship rank required - 0 Focus - range and strength, state of overload viable melee weapon acquisition - Merrow, Sedna | Prime - Relic arched (obtained through certain relics or through trading) Infusion ability - Larva (Nidus) Removed Ability - Toxic Lash Saryn was my favorite Warframe even after all the changes since its initial
launch. If nothing else, it has become much more deadly and interactive. It was quite difficult to find an ability that would meet the cleaver. I removed her toxic algae for Nidus' ability to larvae. Wow, it's yielded some very nice results. Its spore abilities synerggically synergically with all other abilities, but if you can spread spores and funnel all your enemies into one concentrated
place? You don't necessarily have to use the weapon I used to reach a whole new level of letality. As long as you have an employee or polearm or something with a decent range and performance that pairs well with the Condition Overload mod, you can deliver similar results. You will also want to use some kind of weapon that has a sufficiently high chance of status and damage
to the area of action. Take my Telos Boltace build for example: In this demonstration, I begin by infecting a group of level 175 damaged heavy shooters and then capturing the larvae. Then I move on to my weapon status to quickly spread spores in this concentrated area. This is where chaotic gratification begins: just spam a typical quick attack up close and numbers fly
everywhere. Graphic effects work overtime and frames fall, but secondly, these enemies are gone. Next: Mirage - Full Dakka / Elemental Fast Hands Mirage - Full Dakka / Elemental Fast Hands Championship Ranking Required - 0 (8 for Prime) Focus - Duration and Strength, Weapons with Long Charging Times or Large Magazine Acquisitions - Hidden News Quest | Prime -
Relic arched (acquired through certain relics or through trading) Infusion capabilities - Elemental Ward (Chroma) or Energized Ammo (Helminth Tier 5) Removed Ability - Sleight of Hand or Prism Mirage basically makes any weapon viable with little setup. However, reload time or ammo efficiency can be a problem or ruin the flow of the game (especially when you're trigger happy
like me). Sometimes, putting that speed charging mod on a gun solves one problem, but it can put a flap on the DPS. However, if you had the ability to solve this problem, then everything is fine. Fortunately, chroma elementary department has the ability to fix the problem of charging speed. As long as you change your frame's emisable color to turn into toxic colors (skull symbol
before x), you get elementary separation effects that increase your pouch and reload speed. I suggest you use this kit for weapons like Quellor, Supra, Trumna, or just something with a reload of more than 2.5 seconds. Personally, I wanted to use the Kuva Ogris or Secura Penta with maxed Primed Sure Footed so I can face the tank with my own blasts and knock out hordes of
enemies in seconds. If that's not obvious right now, the big numbers are very satisfying for me. Let's say the reload is not necessarily into the aisle and you want more sustained fire. Helminth has a unique ability called Energized Ammo. You need to be level 5 to unlock this ability. This will give you 75% effectiveness of the ammo for a specified period of time, which is affected by
the duration. I used a new archgun, Mausolon, in the demonstration. It has a very large magazine and it was like I was using a mounted tower because if you cast your skills properly, you can go very time to make the most of one clip. It is very viable with weapons like Soma (and Prime), Supra, Secura Dual Cestra and more. To really maximize one of these settings, I suggest that
the carrier or ammo mod in exile slots your weapons. Also, the build available can work with either transfusion capability, so take on it. Next: Loki - Spy Master Loki - Spy Master Mastery Rank Required - 0 Focus - Duration Acquisition - Psamathe, Neptune | Prime - Relic arched (obtained through certain relics or through trading) Infusion capabilities - Perspicacity (Helminth tier 3)
Removed ability - nothing but invisibility This is one of the more straightforward assemblies. Maybe you're in a public game or you're not the best when it comes to spy missions in Warframe. Stealth itself can be trivialized using invisibility with Loki, Ivara, or Ash or nuking the entire vault of enemies with AoE frames. However, you still need to hack some security here and there
along the way and vault itself to get compromised data. I chose Loki for this lineup because he's much more agile than the other frames. In addition, its invisibility is most versatile when you slap the Silent Invisibility Enhancement mod. Loki's invisibility lasts longer than Ash's and allows you to jump and run freely unlike Ivara. Throw in perspicacity ability as a replacement for
nothing but your invisibility and it works as a backup for the cipher in security hacks! Next: Oberon - Jack of all Oberon stores - Jack of all Trades Championship Ranking required - 0 (8 for Prime) Focus - Duration, Scope, Strength and Survival Acquisitions - Eximus Enemies | Prime - Relic arched (acquired through certain relics or through trading) Infusion capabilities - Roar
(Rhino) Removed ability - Smite Oberon is the one frame that barely flies under the radar. It can heal and prevent the effects on the condition from negatively affecting themselves and their allies. His powers aren't as strong as trinity's. However, its potential really began to be unlocked when open worlds became things in Warframe. Constant healing is really useful in the grand
scheme of things, but what if it can also provide nice damage buff to be king of the open world? The build I provided is a very balanced building that focuses on everything. It's sustainable to be mostly in the open world. This is also my go-to for taker profit fight in Orb Vallis. Mostly you want to do some light health damage here and there so your anger can constantly generate
energy. Used mysterious help prevent energy loss and allow more bugs if you start taking harm to health. Next: Protea - Larval Destruction Protea - Larval Destruction Mastery Rank Required - 0 Focus - Scope, Duration and Strength Acquisition - Blocking Protocol Quest, Parts Granum Void Infusion Ability – Larva (Nidus) Removed Ability – Temporal Anchor Protea is one of the
most exciting new War Frames of recent times and she is a lot of fun and has a viable kit that offers a ton of usefulness. But how can it become deadlier? Synergy of her firearm artillery with a vortex effect. If this is not obvious, Nidus' larva ability can create so many ridiculously strong synergies, despite its nerf before starting with the Helminth system. The reason the time anchor
was a mileage is because all other abilities help either maintain energy or survive for the Proteas. Maybe its pomegranate fan capability can be removed, but the charging effect for fast overloading is too good to miss. To get the most out of this setup, you should be fighting enemies in open space, or in chokepoint species to get the most out of it fire artillery. Group a few enemies
and take a few. With punching and double damage per hit, you'll be hitting ever-higher critical hits and cleaning the room in seconds.&gt; seconds.&gt;
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